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Discover the joys of crafting your own unique and personal perfumes. With tips on storing,
packaging, and also marketing your products, you’ Nancy Booth shows you how to pinpoint your
fragrance preferences and design personalized products for both body and home.ll be inspired to
explore the aromatic world of homemade fragrance. Learn how to use herbs, essential natural oils,
natural plant extracts, and alcoholic beverages to create one-of-a-kind perfumes, sprays, colognes,
and potpourris that not merely smell great, but are free of harsh chemicals.
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Wonderful, easy to comprehend introduction to creating scent Nancy Booth offers taken what can
sometimes seem a confusing hobby, creating your own fragrances, and broken it into easy to
comprehend language. Her brief explanation of the history of fragrances was interesting and
beneficial. So I am trying to replace that lost information, and begin to identify the scents in perfumes
yet again. Good for one who is familiar with synthetics AND naturals I am only writing this as helpful
information for people who have read the other reviews. Her descriptions of the various scent
profiles also helped me pinpoint which fragrances would appeal to friends and relatives. Furthermore
to all of this she provides many, easy to follow recipes for perfumes and colognes that can be
developed quite easily at home. Delightful quiz on identifying your "perfume type"--however, I tended
to like styles from many of them! Enter the globe of perfume Not a review of today's perfume
world--rather older versions. I highly recommend this book to anyone interested in creating their
personal fragrances. Awesome book for beginners with a couple of recipes to start out making
your very own secented oils and perfumes! In the event that you shine sunlight, or a torch through a
prism, are the colors any different? Nice introduction to home perfume building. I gave two stars
because although the book is useless if you ask me, it might be of some worth for a person who
doesn't brain using synthetic fragrance components.! It even offer la quizzes to assist you identify
your personal favorite scents.very informative. The simple and quick quiz included allows you to
pinpoint what types of fragrances you or your friends are most drawn to. I will buy this book, in
addition to some other types, because I utilized to create perfume for a significant U.S. Exactly what
I was looking for! Easy to follow! however, the methods and formulas are the same. Personally i
think that for aromatherapy, natural oils are essential, but there is definitely nothing incorrect with
synthetics for sachets, candles, and other non-topical applications. Excellent introduction. Three
Stars not as informative as I had hoped. And many people would benefit from knowing the many
groups, or family members, because everything smells different on different people. I once had
usage of an out-of-printing, French perfume chemical substance handbook, costing hundreds of
dollars, and also, hundreds of handwritten french perfume formulas, made obsolete by
contemporary methods. I also valued the list she provides categorizing many popular scents
available today. There exists a nice collection of books available - an excellent place to start!
Caution: NOT for normal perfumers! Even so, I find the book quite elementary, but I only skimmed it
briefly so I can't judge except from my initial impressions. I am thinking about organic perfumery (i.e. I
would underline what was compiled by a earlier reviewer: "page report on designer perfumes and
what scent category they fall into. However this book's recipes (of which is offers much less many
as I acquired hoped) include the use of synthetic 'fragrance oils', and actually the majority of the
perfumes are based primarily upon these synthetic substances. So for me personally, the book is
completely useless., using essential natural oils and other fragrance materials of organic origin) and
needed a publication which would give dishes and guidance as to how these may be mixed to
create exclusive fragrances and perfumes. Nearly sure why the writer devoted so much of the
book to the when the book is supposed to be about crafting your have perfumes and scents". For
those of you complaining that this is not a natural perfume publication, the book clearly says that it's
not; I bought this book last week and will be returning it today (thank goodness for Amazon's
extremely generous return policy). Four Stars very helpful PERFUME LOVE this book. I've saved
$$$$ with the quality recipes of making my own perfumed talcum powder and perfumed lotion.
Also, I make my very own bath saltz, good dishes. A comprehensive book that dissects the
complex world of perfumes into an easily digestible parts.! So many usuful recipes ! I don’t know
where to begin a great addition to my gas library ! Great reference book! I also ordered my most
effective friend a duplicate as a present-day. The suggestions are intriguing but There is that the

author's site and organization are no longer around but there are others out there. Excellent book!
Excellent book for many types of products! Great info ! Five Stars What I wanted to make my own
personal perfume. candle firm, in fact it is maddening to not remember what I utilized to make!! Such
may be the quandry concerning synthetic versus natural. Great book for serious readers. Great
reference material!! Awesome book for beginners with a bunch of recipes to ... Also recipes on
making your personal scented perfumes, scented paper, scented ink. Get it- you won't be
disappointed!
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